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YOGIC CONTRiBUTIONS TO A COMPARATIVE
PSYCHOLOGY OF A KNOhILIDGI PROCISSES

O. t^l. MARKLTY]

Northwestern Uni versi ty

"Truth is not that which is demonstrable, truth is that which is
ineluctable--that which cannot be escaped.". St. Antoine de [xubery

"'If a specific quest'ion has meaning,' says Bridgman, 'it must be
possib'le to find operations by which an answer may be given it. No
operations, n0 meaning!' 'There are but two kinds of acceptable
propositions Iaccording to Carnap]" Formal and empirical. Formal pro-
positions concern syntax. They state ruTes and proEedures for com-
hi ni nn wnrrJ5 Ot S,v;r1!g'1S and haVe nO empi ri cal reference. Empi r j cal
propos'itions are assertions about the observable world and their truth
or fa'lsity can be tested by means of observational procedures. Since
metaphysics consists of statements not susceptible to empirical testo it
fs either an array of syntactical (formal) sentences or else it is tech-
nical nonsense. Mostly it is nonsense."

S. S. Stevens (.l939 &'1963)

"The theory [that the earth is spherical] is metaphysical in the sim-
p1e sense that it depends upon distinguishing between appearance andreality; between what is real, as be'ing causaliy effective, though it
does not appear, and what appears but is not quite so real, as being
causal ly def icient or even decept'ive. "

Arthur David Ritchie (.l968)

Carnpbel 1 (l 959 , I 960, '1955) has formul ated an evo'l uti onary epi stomo'logy

wh"ich is based on a comparative psychology of knowledge processes. it contains

as a princ'ip'le contribution a somewhat overlapping and nested hierarchy of know-

ledge processes or modes of knowing from very primjtive and fundamental modes

to very complex "short-cutt'ing" ones. The present paper uses the above cited
works as a reference point, and while knowledge of these works (especially the

'l_..
'This paper was prepareci in November, i966 in conneciion with a course jn know-
ledge processes at Northwestern University taught by Dr. D. T. Campbe1l. The
author gratefu'l1y acknowledges the critical comments of Swam'i Bhashyananda of
"uhe V'ivekananda Vedenta Soc'iety regarding the inter^pret,at'ion cf the Eastern
literature cited and the conclus'ions derived therefrom.
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.1959 reference) would be desirabie, the summary of re'tevant features of Camp-

bell's writ'ings which is given herein should be sufficjent to understand the
present paper in this context.

Recognizing with Douglas ('1963) that any serious consideration of religion
or related areas js a "taboo" topic in psychology, the following forma'l apolo-
get'ic i s offered:

(a) Starting from the premise that the most funct'ionaily useful tboth
in a theoretical and in an applied sense) knowledge processes are those

which make integral, unifying kinds of insights regarding seemingl-v

diverse or unrelated knowledge elements or data, those processes which

hJestern man terms " i nsi ght , " " i ntui ti on,', and/or ',di rect,' knowl edge

would seem to be important--inasmuch as cla'ims have been made that they

exist as val'id means of knowl edge.

(b) Investigation of these processes is seen as especially re]evant in
the context of Campbeil's ta'or k since he has explicitly denied their warth:

l.lhile "insjght"'is accepted as a phenomenal counterpart of ihe success-ful cornpletion of a perhaps unconscious blind-variation cyele, its
status as an explanatory concept'is rejected, especially is ii connotes
"dir€rct" ways of knowing. Furthermore, when publjcized-as a part of
an ideology,of,creativity, it can reduce creativity through giving
students a feel'ing that they'lack an important gift posseiseO by iome
others, a feeling which inhibits creative effort and increases depen-
dence upon authority (1960, p. 390).

The model [makes] an effort to root out a preva'iling implicitbelief in the possibility of "direct" cr "insightful" creativb thoughtprocesses (.l960, p. 398).

(c) Given that these modes of knowing are important to investigate or con-

sider, the Yoga'literature of the East seems an jdeal one to investigate
for ai ieast three reasons:
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1) Tt makes claims fhaf ,tu.rh mndas Ara n/1ccih'la. 'it doqr-r.iho-s hor.r crrr-hI t :? i:;i:i'pr viu..',e e.' .trv'r!J 9i L pvriJiilriC, a u L.9JU| twgJ ttvyv )uull

modes may be acqu'ired by any interested investigator; it contains anecdotal

reports of such modes being used; and (more importantly for an "episte'nrology

of the other") claims that a population'is in existence who have mastered

such modes anci urho presumably could be used to validate such claims.
2 ) As Campbe'l I ('l 960, p . 39.l ) has poi nted out:

Tne sociology of knowledge processes makes an important con::ribu-tion here: persons who have been uprooted from tradit'ional cuitures,or who have been thorough'ly exposed to two or more culturei;, seerr to
have the acivantage'in the range of hypotheses they are apL to consider,
and through this means in the frequency of creative 'innovation. The
more creative thjnker may be able to keep in mind more suih criteria,
and therefore increase his likelihood of achievjnq ar serendipitous
advance on a probi em tangentjal to his i ni t'ial ma j n I i ne of endearvor.

.3) !,iith. t"eference r-0 i;he "taboo r,cpit:.." if one ls going to "sii'i," ciiie

may as weil "sin big and enjoy'it more." Consequently, when consiciering

transcenden'lal knowledge processes, the author deliberately chose t.o in-
vestigate that literature which makes the highest c1aims regard'ing such

processes. The Advaita Vedanta phi'losophy (in the Yoga tradition) fulfills
this condition since it claims noth'ing short of "infinite" (and/or Absolute)

knowledge, i.e., the experiential realjzat'ion of the unity of al1 things

with which one becom.es ident'!fied in the sense of "se1f-ccncept"--l.rith

concommitant distal know'ing as a direct result. This, by definition, is
the "hjghest" knowledge possible!

In order to ensui'e continultty (or ta at least recogni;e contrast) with

the philosoph'ical bases of Campbell's theorizing, jt is important to make

exp'licit the assumptions from which he has worked. Campbel'l 's general

orientation may be termed a "Hypothetical realism," i.e., an "external world

is hypothesized in genera'l, and specific entities and processes are hypothe-
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sized in particular No part of the hypotheses has any 'justification'
or validity prior to, or other {nan ttrrough the implications [of other

I

hypotheses]. A1'l are always to lsome degree tenta'r.'ive. The original
I

source of the hypotheses has nodtning to do with their validity." He
I

further expects that "There are lno essential differences in prim'itive funda-
I

mentals between the knowledge pnocesses of man and lower forms of an'ima]

life--at all levels knowledge i! inAirectly, inferentially, and fa11ibly
I

achieved,"'i.e., no knowledge isl assumed to be possible that is perfect or
Iincorrig'ib1e. Campbei'l 's epistejmo'logf ca1 position js both dualist'ic (the

operationaf independence of "knqivledge" and "that-which-is-to-be-known")
i

and an "epistemology of the othelr one" (with solipsism, no effort is made

to iustjfy "my own" knowledge processes) (Campbell, '1959, pp. 156-158).

Regarding "know'ledge," the lultimate referent of this whole cons'idera-

tion, a wor king definition in Campbell's behaviorrstic perspective js

"any process prov'iding a stored program for organismic adaptation in ex-

ternal environments irt included as a knowledge process, and any gairr in the

adequacy of such a program is regarded as a ga'in in know'ledge" ('1960, foot-

note 2, p. 380) .

The hierarchy of knowledge processes which Campbell has presented may

be summarized by the following list:
l. Genetic mutation and selective surv'ival.

2. Bisexual ity and heterozygosity.

3. Nonmnemonic problem solvins:
a) blind triil and ernor l6comotion
b) vicarious 'locomotor devices other than "regular perception,"

(e.9., fish sensing the'ir own pressure waves refiected from impene-
trabl e objects) .

4. Instinct (phylogenetic "learning").
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5. (senscry) percep+"i on.

6. Learning (ontogenetic).

7. Habit.

8. sociaily vicarious Jocomotjon: observatjon of other's trial and
errOr processes, well established responses, and the consequence of
both.

imi tati on.

Thought: both visually supported and mnemonical'ly supported.

.l1. cultural cumulation and dissemination technqieus {e.g., pedogogy,
archives, techno'logy) .

12. Verbal instruction (somewhat redundant with 11. but very important).
'13. Social deci s'ion mak'ing.

14. science (for present purposes, the testing of knowledge claims).
15. Computing machines.

The present paper cons'ists of a consideration of claims made for what

may be loosely termed "insighto" "intu'it'ion," and "d'irect" perception of'

knowledge as knowledge processes or modes of knowing, and possible means of
validating such processes, such that they may be added to the above hierarchy

in the event that they can be and are validated by subsequent'investigation.
Webster's New Colleg'iate Dictionary defines intu'ition as "The power of
knowing, or the knowledge obtained without resource to inference or reason-
j ng; i nnate or i nsti nct'ive knowl edge; fami I i arly, a qu'i ck or ready appre-

hension." Leaving out the familiar use and that of inst'inct as being pre-

viously treated modes, we may see a close proxirnity to insight as described

by Poincare (Campbell, .l960), viz., "that knowledge which suddenly comes on

nna (fnnm fho rrnnnncninrrc\ ll T+ ic h:pd tn eamrnfin:l'trr licfinnrrich9rrv \rrvlrr orr! g{tgvtrJvrvuJlt . tt, tJ rrqrv vv Jcilrurrvrvqr rJ urJLrrryurJrr

intuition from insight, which latter term I'lebster's defines as "Keen dis-
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cernment or understanding; penetration; a1so, intuition; immediate appre-

hension or cognition.

Since each of these terms appear to be co-defined by each other, it
would appear that the choice of these terms to describe the possibility of
more "integral," but separate knowledge processes was a bad one, i.e., dl-
though they have somewhat djffering common usage, they overlap too much to

be operationa'l1y distinguishable. Therefore, rather than deal with these

terms separately, it is preferable to fol'low the method of the Yoga, which

sees knowledge processes more as non-discrete points on a continuum, as

will be developed be'low.

"In the Advaita Vedanta lsee footnote 3], epistemology is inseparab'le

from metaphysics" (Satprakashananda, '1966, p. 15). Any attempt to under-

stand the ep'istemology of the East must start with a metaphysical recognition

of the essential mind-body dualism which it assumes, and a concommitant re-
cognition of what is referred to as "mind" (chitta--a more accurate Western

rendition might be "sou'|"). Hux'ley (.l944 d, p. l3) has given a concise

suffinary of the fundamental doctrines which underly such a posit'ion:
(1) ;he phenomenal worid of matter and of indivfdualizeci consciousness--the
world of things and animals and men and gods--'is the manifestation of a
Divine Ground [Absolute Consciousness] within which all partial realit'ies
have their bein!,2and apart, from which they could be nonex'istent.(2) Human beings are capab'le not merely of know'ing about the Divine Ground
by'inference; they can also realize its existence by a-dfrect intuition,
superior to djscursive reasoning. Th'is irnmediate knowledge unites the
knower with that which is known.
(3) Man possess a double nature, a phenomenal ego and an eterna'l SeJf,
r^rh'ich is the inner man, the spirit, the spark of divinity within the soul .It is possible for a man, if he so desires, to identify himse'lf with thespirit and therefore with the Divine Ground, which is of the same or like
nature wjth the spirit.

2S.. pug.s B and 10 regarding infra-human organisms.
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As a further attempt to delineate this conception, it is desirable

to see the manner in which they posit consciousness to operate. Coster

(1934, p. 97) has presented an overlapping five-step hierarchy 0f "levels
of consciousness" that the Hindu philosopher recognizeso and which are

graphicaily presented in Figure l.
The siates of consciousness shown in the diagram above the hori-

zontal line represent the Hindu idea of what we call the "inmortalsou'l," or the "spirit"--that which is said to survive death, the ego,
the sense of personal identity. Those below the l'ine represent a
reflection of the self, its behavior and appearance in everyday 1ife,
what Jung would cal'l the persona (pp. 97-98).

Absolute Knowledge
Absol ute Exi stence

tliI1
or

Vol i ti on
I ntui ti on

Spi ri tual i ty

Creati ve
thought

Concrete
thought

Emoti on
and

Sensati on

Physi ca1
state

Figure 1. Overlapping states of consciousness which are said to
be representative of Hindu philosophy. The "Absolute"categories
have been added by the present author to conform to citations made
in the text that follows.
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I,lhi'le it is necessary to recognize that such a sweeping generaliza-

tion (i.e., "Hindu philosophers") is a dubious proposition sjnce Indian or

Hindu philosophy is at least as varied if not more so than its Western

counterpart (ef. Satparakashananda, 1966), such a graphical presentation

may at least give a "feel" for the way in which consciousness is typically
construed as being a continous hierarchy by the Yoga related systu*r.3

Vivekananda (RY, p. l7)4 states that:
According to the Sankhya phiiosophy, upon which Yoga is based, the

genesis of perception [sensory or extra-sensory] is as follows: the
affections of external objects are carried by outer instruments to their
respective brain centers or organs, the organs carry ihe affections ro the
mind, the mind to the determinative facu'lty, frorn this the Purusha(the soul) receive them, when perception results. Next he gives the
order back, as it were, to the fiiotor centers to do the needful . r'l'ith the
exception of the Purusha, all of these are material but the mind is much
finner matter than the external instruments. That material of which the
mind is composed goes aJso to form the subt'le matter called the Tennmatran.
These become gross and make the external matter. That is the psychology
of the Sankhya. So that between the intellect and the grosser matter
outside there is only a difference of degree. The Perusha is the only
thing immaterial.

In this system, the "mind" (chitta)'is conceived as being by nature form-

iess--tak'ing on the form of that which is perceived. in order for perception to

occur, the mind must first become sufficiently f'luid, or perhaps "non-rigid,"
(re'latjvely less affected by previous thoughts,'ideas, or impressions) to allow

the new "forming" process to occur. By this formulation, the amount of per-

ceptual distortjon that occurs is a function of the degree of "rigidity" (more

a
"Although not previousJy pointed out, the present use of "Yoga" as a generic
term is a decided oversimplification, but one which is appropriate for present
purposes. Satprakashananda (1966, p. 311) gives a suminary account of the twelve
major schools of Indian philosophy with regard to their respective episternologies.
0f these, the Samkhya, the Yoga, and the Advaita (non-dual) Vendanta may be con-
sidei'ed synonymous herein due to *..he similarity with which they make transcendental
knowledge process claims as well as the methods by whjch such perception and know-
ledge processes are attainable.
4Sin.. some of the references cited do not have an orig'ina1 pub'lication date
listedo such works will be referenced by the initials of their title.
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accurately, the amount of "previous formedness,'that is not given up) by the
chitta. This is the reason that so much emphasis is placed on meditation on the

formiess as a necessary pre-requisite to rea'lfzing the Absolute or other type

"direct" know'ledge (Vivekananda, RJ; Prabhavananda & Isherwood,1953).5 Stretch-
ing this formulation to the logical limit, it logical'ly follows that if the

mind can be completely quieted or made comp'letely "formless" with respect to
past experience, it wili then perfectly perceive that which is concentrated on--
which is precisely the manner in wh'ich the Absolute (form'less, non-mani'fest

Reality)'is said to be perceived (as well as "lessor" or "relatjve" distal ob-
jects--as will be discussed after a consideration of Absolute and "Infall'ible"
percept'ion) :

There is another Samadhi which is attained by the constant practice
of cessation of all mental activity, in which the Chitta retains only
the unmanifested impressions. fthe Yoga Sutra of Patanjali, No. I-'lB; to
which Swami Vive lananda comments] Thjs is the perfect super-conscious
Assprajnata Samadhi, the state which gives us freedom Iincluding Absolute
Knowledge]. It'is very difficult to do so, although the method seemseasy. The method is to med'itate on the mind itself, and whenever
thought comes, to strike it down, allowing no thought to come into the
mind, thus making it an entire vacuum When persons without training
and preparation try to make their minds vacant, they are'likeiy to succeed
^-1.,.i- f*^t,.i-^'l rL^:.- -.:-,l ,J,,11 ^--J ^!.,-..'I -.-J 1--r^ !L-- !^ullrJ rrl . LllldKlllgJ ulell' llllllu uUl I drlu 5LUplU, dIlU leclus Lllelll LU
think they are making a vacuum of the mind.

(Vivekananda, RJ; pp. 144-145)

The above formulations g'ive a description of the generic knowledge processes

being investigated. Considering Campbell's explicit denial of "direct" and/or

"infa'l'lible" knowledge, we may next consider this issue. The claims for infalli-
biligy of "direct" knowledge (which is obtained by various types of'Sanacihi")6

made by adherents of these systems is somewhat confusing--perhaps even contradic-

5lt is interesting to note the isomorphism of this model to the current Western
theorjes of perceptua'l distortion for "relative" (physical, or distal obiect)
knowi ng .

6Due to typographical error, this footnote is g'iven on the next page.
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tory. 0n the one hand we have a description (given inmediately below) the

"relative" part of which is more in keeping with Western thought. 0n the other

hand, claims are made for various types of samadhi in which relative knowledge

is held to be infallible. These positions will be presented in turn.

Absolute knowiedge does not mean the knowiedge we know, not inteliigence,
not reasono not instinct, but that which when it becomes manifested we
cajl by these names. t^jhen thai Knowtedge Absolute becomes limited wecall it intuition , and when it becomes still more limited we call it
reason, InsTJncTl etc. The Sanscrit term for Knowledge Absolute is Vijnana.
The nearesT-Tra,rslation of it is "all-knowitign€ss." ihere is no combina-tion in it--it is in the nature of the Soul Absolute Existence,
Absolute Knowledge, and Absolute Blessedness are not qualities of the
Soui, but its essence; and there is no C'ifference between them and theSoul. That Absolute which is limitless, which js unmixedo uncombined,
which knows no change is the Soul; and that Real Existence vrhen it gets
"mixed uor" muddled up, as it were, $ith the element-s of nature is what
we ca1 I human exi stence. It becomes 'limi ted and mani fests as p1 ant 'l i fe ,animal1ife,humanlife,--ffiaceiSapparent.ly.limitedby
the walls of this room, or by any other enclosure.

(V'ivekananda, SPR, p. l8; italics added)

It js therefore clear that Vivekananda does not make any claims of infall'i-
bility for any type of knowledge which can be externa'l'ly demonstrated, sii,nce

it of necessity must be demonstrated through finite means, i.e., the organ'ism.

An alternative conclusion is possible, however, from the literature of the

same (Advajta Vedanta) school to which Swami V'ivekananda belonged--a conclusion

which may be made for both "relative" and "Absolute" states of samadhi.6

Just as the pure crysta'l takes color from the object which is nearest
to it, so the m'ind, when it is c'leared of thought-waves, achieves sameness
olidentity with the object of its concentration. This may be either a
gross [physical] object, or the organ of perception, or the sense of ego.
This achievement of sameness oridentity with the object of concentrationis known as samadhi.

(Prabhavananda & Isherwood, 1953, p. 79)

6In technical usage the terms "Yoga" and "samadhi" are somewhat interchangeab'le.
Both refer to "union" or the process of becoming "one" or the state of "oneness"
(with the referent being an external object or idea in the case of "lower"
samadhi, but not in the case of the "Absolute,"since the "Absolute,"by defini-
tion transcends any'limitations of space or time or any other "relative" dimension.
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The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali gc cn to distingufsh "mixed with awareness" samadhi

from "unmixed with awareness" samadhi. In the Jatter type of samadhi, Prabhavananda

and Isherwood (1953, pp.Bl-82) comment:

Our achievement of identity with the object of concenlration is
now unmixed with awareness of ni*., quality lnd knowledge.T 0r, tc,
put it in another way, we are at last able to still the thought-waves
which are our reactions to the objectn and to know nothjng but the obiectjtself, as it truly is: "the-thing-in-itself" to use Kant's famous term.
Kant maintained, guite rightly, that the "thing-in-jtself" cannot possibly
be known by the sense or the reasoning m'ind, since the senses and the
i'easoR ean oniy present us with their own subjective reactions Kant,
who did not admit the validity of any experience other than that of the
senses or reason was therefore forced to conclude that the "thjng-'in-itself"
is unknowable. Here, Patanjali disagrees with him. Pataniali telis us
that there is a higher kind of knowledge, a transcendental knowledge,o
beyond sense-perceptfon, by which the "thing-in-itself" can be known.'

This seeming impasse can be resolved'in the followjng manner. In contrast

to Campbell's required operational distinction between "knowledge" and ":bhat-

which-js-to-be-known," the Advaita Vedanta, for similar "relational " knowledge

specifies four distinct factors: the Knower, the object known, the process of

knowledge, and the resultant know'ledge (Satprakashananda,.l966, p. l6).9 Whjle

it makes "'intuitive" sense that "I" (the knower) cannot realize the "thing-in-
1tselfness" of another (the object known and still be separate) i.e., I can taste

the salt and it is'it and I am I, whereas jf I am the salt, then it and I are one,

TAlun Watts has coined the apt phrase, "tasting the salt versus being the sait!"
oult should be Bornted out that Vivekananda who was previous1y qucted as reaching
an opposjte conc'ludjon to the one arrived at here has also translated the Yoga
Sutrii of Patanjali (which is jncluded jn the RY reference) wh'ich is the Sanscrit
material being quoted and commented on. In neither his translation of these
particular Suirds (I-41 ,.42, & 43) nor in his commentary-gf. lheT did he 'indicate
lhat samadhi of "gioss" 

-(physica'l i objects leads to infallible "thing-'in-itself"
type knowledge. itis usag'e was i nstead "concentration with quest'ion" as. opposed
t6'uconcentrition withouI question" (of rneaning of the med'itated object).
9th1, reference is especially recommended to the reader who js interested in
a summary oi the Eastern treitment oi episiomologicai probiems including re-
lational, sensory perception, the problems of illusions, etc.
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and to assert that "I" know "it" is a contradiction in terms in the sense of
"I" as a separate "knower'')--it is precisely this sense of "I-ness" wh'ich is not

present in the "unmixed-with-awareness" type samadhi state (i.e., "unmixed with
au/areness of name and quality"). Hence, to try to force the re'lational fac-
tors of knowing'in this situation is to commit a category error. This does not

deny that at some leve'l (viz., the levej of Absoiute Conscjousness, that the

"salt" and "l" are not "one," but at that'level it is said that properties,
qualities, etc. of being are not distinguishable, therefore the problem of
infajlib'le "thing-in-jtself" perception is a psuedo-prob'lem caused eithen by a

category error or a lack of recognition of the finitude, hence fallibility of
a physical organism as a reporter or transducer of that which may, in theory,
asymptoticaily approach "direct," "infallible," 0r "Absolute" perception,9;

In any event, there is simp'ly no way of operationalizing such a propos'ition--
primarily because one cannot generate an 'independent criterion for "thing-in-
jtselfness"--other than another thing-in-itself, but which would, by definition,
have to be the same self! Indeed, if one could, the problem would be solved.

The problem of such infallible perception cannot be solved or validated as possi-

ble (subject to Heisenberg limitations) except by subjective experience and

its consequent commitment to the position--thus the author concludes with both

Vivekananda and Campbell that no "relational" knowledge can be infallible, and

(with Vivekananda) that about Abso'lute Knowledge we can say nothing, since it is_ ,.ln"unsayable."'-

9Th. ur. of the qual'ifying term "asymptotica'!1y" is due to considerations of
Heisenberg's principle of uncertainty where are discussed in the Appendix ofthis paper.

the fence--only to jump up and down
boys, watch your words!"--whenever the
the author is somewhat inclined to place

''The whole issue of infa'llibility of knowledge seems reminescent of the anecdote
about the stereotype philosopher who, not having the price of admission to the
ball game watched through a knot-hole in
exc'itedly and exclaim "Watch your words,
action got exciting. (To which category
this whole section of the paper.)
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Sinee sueh elaims of "infallible AbSOlute"

havioristic epistemology of the other, we

the Yoga system which may be more amenable

ti on.

knowledge cannot be tested by a be-

next turn to other knowledge claims of
to such testing and possibie vatida-

Prabhavananda and Isherwood ('l953, pp. 1Bz-201) give a whole list of
"supernatural" abiljties (generica'l1y termed "powers") which patanjali (as we'll
as e.9., Vivekananda, RJ; yogananda, lg5g) has said to be at the disposal of
the adept yogi and a result of meditative practices. They range from being ab'le
to concentrate on and hence understand words jn foreign languages or the languages
of animals (p. .l82); and levitation (p. 1gZ); to the ,,giving up of such powers

once they have been attainedtt(p. i94);--fron which liberation (total real.ization)
is said to follow. It is interesting to sample a few anecdotal reports in
which claims "of the demonstrated" (as opposed to "of the possible',) have been

made-both as annecdotal evidence, and as indicative of the types of phenomena

which could conceivably be subjected to more rigorous "scientific" test for
validity.

Swami Yogananda (.l959, pp. ll7-1'19) relates this tale which his Guru,

(master or teacher) related as having happened to himself;

"rSi'r,' i said, 'i have b'een ver'y sick and have lost, many pounds. "'"'I seer.Yukteswar, you made yourself unwei'l, and now you'think
you are'th'in. f. 'Your health has followed your subconscious expec-tations. Thought is a force, even as electricity or gravitation. 'The
human mind js a spark of the almight consciousneis of-God. I could showyou that whatever.your powerful mind beljeves very intensely would instant-
1y come to pass" "'

"Knowing that Lah'iri Mahasaya never spoke idly, i addressed him withgreat awe and gratitude: 'Master,'if I think I am-well and that I haveregailed my former we'ighto shal'l those things come to pass?"'"'It is so' even at this moment.' My guru spoke gravely, his gaze
concentrated on my eyes.,,"l instantly felt an increase not only of strength, but of weight .I returned to my mother's house where I stayed."

".'My sonl What is the matter? Are yoir swelling with dropsy?'
l"lh mother couid hardly believe her eyes. -My 

body wai now as tuli and robust
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a s i t, had been before my i I r, ness . "
"I weighed myself and found that in one day I had gained fifty pounds;

they have nemained permanently. Friends and acquaintances that had seen my
thin figure were ovencome with amazement. A number of them changed their
mode of life and became discip'les of Lahiri Mahasaya as a result of th'is
mi ra c'l e. "

"My suru. awake in God, knew this world to be nothing but an objectifjed
dream of the Creator. Because he was completely aware of his unity wjth
the D'ivine Dreamer, Lahiri Mahasaya could materialize or dematerialize or
make any other change he wished tn the dream of the phenomenal world."
Yogananda elsewhere ('l946, pp. .l49-150) relates an experience which happen-

ed during his ear'ly years as a "noviate" yogi:

"Your heart's desire shall be fulfilled." Sri Yukteswar se]dom in-
du'lged'in riddles: I was bewildered. He struck gently on my chest above
the heart. My body became inmovably rooted. Soul and mind instant'ly
iost their physical bondage and streamed out like a fiuid piercing iight
from my every pore My sense of identjty was no longer narrowly con-
fined to a body but embraced the curcumambjent atoms. People on distant
si.reets Seemed'uo be moving gently 0ver mi/ O.t,,n remote peripher"y . The
whole vjcinity lay bare beioie me-. My oriinary fronta'l vilton-was changedto a vast spherical sight, s'imultaneousiy a1i-perceptive. Through the
back of my head, I saw men strolling far down Rau Ghat Lane, and noticed
also a white cow that was le'isurely approaching. l,lhen she reached the
open ashram gate, I observed her as though with my physical eyes. After
she had passed behind the brick wall of the court.yard, I saw her ciearlystill.
Sri Ramakrishna (the sp'iritual leader of the majority of the Swamis cjted

herein) also was reputed to have the power to transmit spirjtua'l power and varjous

ey.periences immed'iate'ly and direct'!y to his discip'!es"

Swami Vivekananda was about eighteen years old when he first went to
see Sri Ramakrishna. The great Master touched the chest of the young
aspirant, who at once entered into the highest state of superconscjous
rea'lization immediately and directly. He lost his physical consciousnessin the realization of the Ultimate Reality. (Akh'ilandanda, .l948, p. 195;
al so see Rol and, 1 931 ) .

Although the literature is filled with such "miracu'lous" occurances

(Yogananda, [1959] is an especially rich source of such anecdotal materiai),
only the three just given wiil be repeated here, for they have a common source

that is of interest to an epistemology of the other: a developed master. How

to cjefine "developed master," is for preseni purposes probiematicai.
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Yogananda (l959' p. 212) has given two criteria fon such an identification--('l)
the ability to refrain from breathing for a sustained period of time; and (Z)

the ability to enter at will the state of "Absolute Conscjousness." The first
criterion is appropriate for our purposes and'is discussed below as a "physiolo-
gical measure;" about the second, as has been shown, an epistemology of the
other can say nothing. Akhflananda (1948, p. i96) states that "The supremely
developed person not only can transmit this power [of "cosmic consciousness,,]

immediately and directly to a disciple who has not performed spiritual F,ractices
[primarily the discipline of meditation], but even the disciples of these great

teachers can awaken latent spiritual power and give the higher real'izations when

they are in that particular mood." In the jnterest of scient'ific investigat'ion,
one wonders if such "powers" could be similar'ly delivered "'immediately" to as

"Philjstjne" a person as a skeptical (even atheistic) scientist. Regardless of
the outcome of such a speculation, a number of tests are poss'ible as ways of
validating the veracity of the claims which have been presented.

Campbell and Fiske (.l959) have argued persuasively for multiple methods of
validation--triangulating, as it were, and asymptoting on the external "thing-
in-itself," which jn the present case can refer to either" the process or mode of
knowing (e.g., meditating to a state of samadhi) and/or to the resultant knowledge

thus obtained, or the "direct transmission" of such knowledge from a "Master" to
one not so deveioped. The author sees three'independent methods of validating
various of the "relative" knowledge claims as in the realm of the possible (four,
if we'include the results of "evolutionary selection pressure," as discussed

on page 20 as admissable evidence). (1) lhe method of comparative anthropology.

In India, t-lvo clas-ses of sct^ipt-ure are recognized: the Shruti, or jnspired

writings which are considered to be their own authority (i.e., self-va]idating)
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sjnce they are the product of irnmediate insight into Ultimate Reality; and the

Smriti, which are commentaries on the Shruti, and from them derive such val'idity
as they have. Hux'ley (.l944b) has compi'led an anthology of the "Shruti " of

various advanced religions, viz., Hindu, Buddhist, Hebrew, Taoist, Christian,

and Mohammadan, and came to the conclusion that al'l were attempting to describe

the same essentially indescribably Fact--The Absolute--with the resultant doc-

trines some of which were listed on page 6. The amount of cultura'l "cross-

po11ut'ion" via sensory communication is unknown, however, to an unsophisticated

reader, sirch as the author, this claim represents a weak or partial validation
of the claim of "Absolute Knowledge" (which cannot be verified by "ordinary"
scientific rneans)--a va'lidation which gains credibility by the evolutionary

pressure argument (which is not necessary for the types of validation discussed

next). (2) The method of physjolog'ical measures. There are at least two differ-
ent physiologica1 measures which can be inferred as appropriate validators for
various types or states of samadhi--(non) breath rate and Electro-encephla-

graphic (EEG) tracings. Various sources (e.g., Yogananda,'1959, p.114, p.212;
Vivekananda, RJ, p. 45) assert that after sufficient practice, total stoppage

of the breath for a given (presumably un'limited) amount of time is not on'ly

poss'ible, but js beneficiaj to "total reaiization,"--a definite relation being

construed between breath'ing and mental functioning (see Vivekananda's discourse

on Prana and Pranayama in the Raja Yoga).

It is also asserted (as was presented on p. 9) that in the highest samadhi,

the "mind waves" totally stop. l,.lhile the claim of total breath stoppage can

be subjected to a "critical" test, it does not seem legitimate to propose EEG

readouts as a similar "critical" test of the claim of "no thought." The latter
does, however, certainly suggest an intrjguing research hypothesis. Do tEG
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operati0nalized quite simply by taking EEG measurements during the medi'Lations

of a developed Yogi, and corelating them with his or^rn subjective report of
the "depth" of the meditative state achieved together with his subjective time

estimates for the varjous depths achieved after the conclusion of one "trial "

(period of meditation). The present aughor has rece'ived informal communications

that in .l963 Drs. Akira Kasamatsu and Tomio Hirai of the Department of Neuro-

Psychiatry, Tokyo University, pubiished the results of a ten-year study of EEG

techniques on Zen Buddhist masters in meditation. The trac'ings reported'ly
'indicated that about 90 seconds after a (typical?) Zen master begins meditation,

alpha waves develop--with a slowjng concommitant to deepening meditaiton until
after about 30 minutes the alpha had slowed to about 7 or 8 c*s. tdhat js most

s'ignificant about this work (the above findings being expected for deep reiaxation
with closed eyes)'is the report that this slowed EEG pattern supposedly varied

markedly from those of s1eep, normai waking consciousness and hypnotic trance,

and is known in persons who have made substantial progress in meditation. There

ane a number of problems in such an interpretat'ion, for any conclusion regard'ing

states of consciousness inferred from EEG readouts alone js a dubious proposition

(see e.9., Tart, .l965; Routtenberg,,l966). In any event, since the present

author has not been able to locate an exact reference to the technical report of

the above studies, they must be regarded as anecdotal evidence--however suggest'ive

that EEG studies might prove a fruitful avenue for investigat'ion of the claims

regarding mentai states when meditating "on the infinite." (3) The me_thgd of

"critica'1" behavioral tests. The bulk of l^jestern psychologica] and parapsycholo-

gical research has been of a probalist'ic nature w'ith statistical methods necessary

for estimating the iikljhood of emors due to competing hypotheses. The un-
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desirability of th'is type of research for establishing the va'l'idity of extra-

sensory phenomena or "powers" as used herein has been discussed at'length

(see, c.g., the discussion which was carrjed jn Science, which has been collected

in the Bobbs-Merri'll reprint Series #P-279). The various claims and anecdotes

which have been herein presented (djrect transmission from a master, and "powers"

available to a developed master) were specifically selected due to their suscepta-

bility to "critical test" experimentation. If we can obtain a master who claims

to have such abilities, he can be tested for such abilities in a highly opera-

tionalized and specified manner on a pass or fail basis. The literature, however,

indicates a possible problem to such a p'lan--those who claim to be able to per-

form such "miracles" may not be wjlling to perform then for such a purpose (an

add'itional problem is that such masters do not typicaliy go around "claiming"

such powers--rather stressing the "spiritual" goals which are to be or have been

obtained). To the (legitimately) skeptical hJestern scientist this may seem a

cover to prevent being found out a charlaton. However, such may not be the case.

Vari ous author^s (see Yogananda , I 959) report that the "true'!y spi r"'! tua i 1y i ncJ .i ned "

master will perform "supernatural" phenomena only for the spiritual growth of

the recipient(r).11 The point is that many such masters simply operate from a

d'ifferent value system than does the skept'ical, and admittedly materialistic
(in the epistemologica'l if not in the value sense) Western scientist. 0n the

other hand, many others evident'ly would be wilf ing to demonstrate such powers

as they have, glad'ly, for they spend their lives doing so (e.9., the "Perfume

Sajnt," whom Yogananda [1959] describes as creating beautiful odors [which other

llIn tnis regard it is worthwhile noting that much of the Eastern Literature
cited warns expiicitly about the dangers of seeking and acquiring "powers" without
concommitant spjritual growth--dangers both to one's self and to others. The
present author''s way of-perceivinq-this warninq is the obvious answer to a simp'le
question: "L'lould I 'like tolive in a world in which al'l men had such powers at
itreir disposal--given the present moral and ethical development of man in general?"
(presupposing, of course, that such powers do, in fact, exist).
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pers0ns could smell and agree on] at a distance). In any event, with the pre-
sently avaiiable funds for cr0ss-cultural research, the claims for yogic ,,powers,,

and "supersensory" knowledge processes should be amenable to critical test and

subsequent vaiidation from an "epistemology of the other.,' (4) Final1y, there
isthemethodwh.ichmaybetermed'',,,inwhichthe
investigator subiects himself to the disciplines which are claimed to produce
the "transcendental" knowledge processes. By a subsequent process of inter-
subiective validation, th'is "epistemology of the self" becomes an ,,epistemology

of the other"--essentially what Dowling (1963) has termed ,'relat.ionship" .in

overcoming the problem of solipsism, and essential'ly what science is about
(except that which is observed here is primarily internal to the observing organism
rather than external). This process is equivalent to that used by Campbell

(.l960) when he described introspective reports by Poincare and others regarding
their creative thought processes as arguments in favor of his trjal and error
with selective retention theme of knowledge processes.

Inasmuch as it has now been shown that a number of the knowledge claims made

by Yoga literature are, in facto susceptible to validation by an operat.ional
and behavioristic epistemology of the other (and hence could conceivably be

added to Campbe'll's hierarchy of knowledge processes), jt is important to con-

sider these "transcendentaj"modes of knowing in the context of Campbel'l,s ,'blind

variation and selective retention" theme. Are they compatible vrith this model?

It is evident that the "powers" which have been discussed conform exactly
to our original defin'ition of knowledge--"a stored program for organismic

adaptation in external environments which result(s) in a gai.n of adequacy

of adptation. Further, the process of obtaining such "powers" and/or "trans-
cendenta'1" knowledge processes conforms exactly to the "blind variation and
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seiective retention" theme. In the absence of a guru, the process of Iearning

to meditate (the process which is asserted to be the sine qua non for acquis'ition

of such knowledge processes) is decided'ly a blind variation process--a rnental

process in which that which brings partial success is successively reapplied in
an asymptotic approximat'ion to perfection. The cultural cumu'lation and descrip-

ticn of techniques which aici in this procedure (e.g., the Yoga Sutras of'Patan-
jali) conform to modes" ll and .l2, and the addition of a guru who might be

able to perform a short cut of "inmediately given" knowledge to the "learner"
does not violate the b'lind trial and error theme jn that his know'ledge was

arrived at through trial and error processes somewhere'in a regression sequence.

Finally,'it is important to note that all of these processes have been subjected

"the eroding effects of evolutionary selection pressure" for centuries, and they

still remain as processes for which knowledge c'laims are made--in a geographica'l

area (e.g., India) where they have been continuaily subjecied to test, for in
this country they are taken seriously by many, and not viewed as "mere super-

stitions." This latter observation is considered to be most important in the

context of Campbellian thinking, wh'ich stresses the inherent test'ing and erod'ing

of processes wh'ich are not adaptive to the organism or the social ,yrt"t.l2
Finally, to complete the present consideration, how best to denote these

"super-sensory" or "transcendental " knowledge processes by a verbal symbol

which would prov'ide continu'ity with Campbell's comparative hierarchy of knowledge

processes?--assuming that they should be validated in the future to the satis-

faction of the type of scientific ep'istemojogy herein described. As was pre-

v'iously pointed out, the Western equivalents of insight, intuition, and/or direct
perception are not sufficient'ly precise to be satisfactor-v. "Samadhi " may be

12S.., e.g., Carnpbeii (.i965) especiaily pp. 3l-34.
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an appropriate term for such knowledge processes, but it is difficuit to decide

if it refers to a process, a mode, a state, or an end result--perhaps jt refers
to a1l four since a problem of "levels" exists in this whole area of "trans-
cendentalism" in wh'ich semantic terms 'lose thei!" 0!^dinaly ptcperties=-bcing

poor verbai symbols of that which is essential'ly nonverbal. Therefore, it is
proposed that the s'ing1e term "yoga" (which to Eastern scholars refers primari'ly
to the system of know'ing espoused by Patanjali, but also to the "scjence of r.lnion"

[Yogananda,'1959]) be used as an'inclusive knowledge process by which transcendental

or ex.traordinary knowledge is obtained. Such a term wou'ld remain consistent with

the treatment given by Campbel'l (1960), viz,, creative trial and error thought

resulting in "insight" being isomorphic to trjal and error yoga-practice which

sjmilarly resu'lts in insight or "samadhj" of various types.

In conclusion, it is evident that the Eastern yoga literature descr"ibes

meihods of knowing which iranscend, but r,rhich are both consistent with the

Campbellian model and are emminent'ly susceptible to the type of tests which are

considered appropriate for validational purposes. Regard'ing the issue of "in-
falljble" knowledge, no controversy need exist since this jssue may be regarded

as a psuedo-problem as seen from the standpoint of a "fjnite" organism. The

resolut'ion of the central question raised in this paper (do such knowledge

processes, in fact, exist as means of obtaining vafid knowledge) must be pro-

jected'into the future. Such a result should not be disappoint'ing since it is in
keeping with the _Z.qtXgl_f! of contemporary psychology which defines success as

the generating of new hypotheses which are subiect to empirical test!
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APPENDIX

Using an appendix as a convenient method for discussing interesting points
not properly be'longing within the defined scope of the paper, the following
thinking may be of interest to the reader.

A. A "serendipitous" research hJpothes'!s. As a direct examp'le of the "cross
cu'ltural" quotation given on page three, the following thinking leading to a

iongtitudinaj study is offered. Long series of experiments on transfer of
training show that in order to obtain positive transfer, there must be common

elements between the tasks (or ski1ls required) in order for such transfer to
take place (Mednick, ]964). If the type of skili nequired to master the yoga

knowledge processes described by Patanjali js reduced to one word, that word would

be "concentration." The mastering of the types of materia'l to be learned jn

"schooi" woulci s'imi'lar'iy seem to depend upon the abil ity to concentrate on such

material, to the exclusion of competing thoughts of stimuli (creative type thought
processes excepted). It is therefore conceivable that one could extract from

the yogic instruct'icns on meditation, et.c., that wh'ich ieaches heightened con-

centration (as Patanjali puts its, "singie-pointed concentrat'ion"), ieaving out

any metaphysical or cosmological assertions which mjght contradict the particu-
1ar metaphys'ica1 assumpt'ions of the student. The hypothesis being advanced is
that regular practice of such instructed concentrat'ion exercises, over the

perioci of four years of college would result in a positive transfer to learning
of curricu1ar materials, the criterion for which would be the grade poini
average of students participating in this "experimental treatment." In the

0pini0n of one excepticna?'ly' behavioi'isiie psyehoiogi st reacier, the above hy-

pothesis is the only saving grace of this entire paper!

B. Comm.ents on Dowling's paper. Dowling (1963) jn a consideration of the con-

temporary state of the m'ind-body problem (also from the standpoint of Campbell's
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psycholog,v of know'ledge processes) made several conclusions which result from

moderm philosophy and modern physics. Three of them are particu'larly appro-
priate to consider here for although h'igh'ly unconventional from the l^lestern

viewpoint, they are highly compatible with the Eastern thinking presented in
the present paper.

(l) In a discussion of determinjsm and predictability, Dowling states:
Another example is the universeo assumed to be determ'inate underthe cornprehensibility hypothesis. Gabor (.l962) pojnts out that Laplace

was unjust'ifjed jn his'inferenee of predictabilit_v from the justified
assumption of determinism--the observant apparatui pius the data handling
equipment necessary for prediction of successive states of the universe
wouid have to be at least as large as the universe itself (p. 23).

l.lhile in no way evaluating such claims, the above is precisely what the

fu1l,v realized yogi elaims is the result of nirvikalpa samadhi--the infinite
is realjzed through expansion of one's ov{n consciousness to infinity. By such

a processes, it is claimed that all knowiedge including precognition (of the

universe) 'is possible since the identity of the yogj 'is claimed to be one with
the entire universe (and even more--with "Brahman" or "pure undifferentjated
consciousness" which inc'identally is said to transcend the physical universe).

{2) In light of the above, we may consider Heisenberg's princip'le of uncertainty
for mjcro-level events. In a discussion of Heisenberg's principle, Dowling states
the well known conclusion that this principle reduces the basjc phenomena of the
physical unjverse to a statistical basis (hence unknowabie in the "particular"
or discrete sense). It seems that if the yoga ciaims are valjd, this principle
is not valid for "yogic perception and/or control."

Accordilg to the Raia-yogo, the external world is but the gross
form of the internal or subtle. The finer is always the cause, thegrosser the effect The yogi proposes to himse'lf no less a task
than to master the whole universe, to control the whole of nature.
He want's to amive at the point where what we call "nature's laws"wili have no'influence over him, where he will be ab'le to get beyond
them all (Vivekananda, RJn p. l3)
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In applying Heisenber"g's principle to "Yogic percept'i0n" one must real'ize

that this principle is a "relative" one, i.e., one which considers the relative
grossness of the "interferring stimulus" to that of the body being interferred

with--it applies to the action of 0.9., photons on sub-atomjc particles, but not

(for practica'l purposes) to photons 0n a billiard bal1. [.le can consider "Yogic

powers" here in two senses, perception and control, both of which, perhaps merge

at the point of "m'icro-event samadhi." Assume that as the yogi makes his mjnd

formless (or tak'ing on the form of the micro-event belng concentrated on) in his

percept'ion, it becomes more and more "fine" or "subtle"--to the point where i+"

is more subtle than that wh'ich is being observed. If such a process'is possible,

ihen non-siatist'ica-t observation of micro-events would be possible in an asymptotic

sense, i.€., Ijke the asymptotic "zero-w'idth" element in differential calculusn

the ch'itta of the yogi would asymptote to "zero-grossness." Hence Heisenberg's

principle would not be appiicable. It is the author's view that if such power's

as were described in the text of the paper, that a process such as this tttust

occur, i.e., with perception at such a "fine" level, causality is similarly
possible at this level . Recalf ing the yogic answer to the m'ind-body prob'lem

(Vivekananda's descript'ion of the afferent and efferent processes given on page

7), the effect of "mind" which is the true "control center" or executive process

(but which is not a physical entity), th'is system would indicate that we all

reguiarly practice a similar power--that of telekinosis or "mind over matter"--

whether we know it or not! By this view, the yogi does not have powers whjch

di ffer i n k'ind, but only i n degree.

Dowling's conclus'ion (p. 32) that "by practicing the exercise of free wi1'l ,

men can ach'ieve greater and greater control of his environment," then, would be

heartily endorsed by the yogi system--except that the latter view would point
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control of his mind-self as the more effective way to achieve "external" con-

trol--at least for the'levels of events considered in the previous paragarph.

(3) Finally, Dowling's concJusfon regarding the solution of the mind-body problem

that:

I see nothing wrong with admitting mental properties to a1i matter,
but in varying degrees of complexity, so that what results in a sor.t
of unequal panpsychism with the amount of mind present in, €.9., medjum
sized bou'lders vs. psychology students, being submitted to a behavioral
test (p. 34).

shou'ld by now be recogn'ized by the understanding reader as "standard" yoga

"dogma." In this regard, the author would like to specu'late a bit (!) (in addj-

t'ion to the speculation presented above under the guise of rational deduction)

and to make what is perhaps the only originai contribution of this entire paper.

C.@.Regarding,'direct,'perception,whichhasproved
so troublesomeforphilosophy, both East and West, a new interpretation is offered.
First, "awareness" must be defined. Awareness is regarded as synonomous to

"consc'iousness," both terms being considered in the broadest possible sense.

Further, that "exi stence impi i es awareness " as exemp'l i f i ed be'low.

Various authors (e.g., Kelley,1955) have argued that un'less the loci of
perception of two organ'isms overlap, they cannot conmun'icate with each other.

In more physicalistic terms, unless the "levels of existence" of two entities
simi'lariy overlap (i.e., have common d'imensions in which they can participate in
energy transactions) there can be no causal relationshjps between them (they

cannot effect each other). A concrete example of how "awareness" or "con-

sciousness" is used in the present sense might be a molecule which has mass,

such mass being subiect to the gravitational attraction 0f another molecule.

In the present usage, the molecules are said to be "aware" of or "conscious"
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of or "perceive" each other. Further, b/e may give this type of percepiion the

term "direct" perceptionl3 since it is in the concrete (as opposed to the ab-

stract 0r conceptual )sense. (cf , the quotation on page 'l'l : . "unm:X€d

with name, quality. . ."). This concrete-abstract distinction is felt to be

meaningfu'l not only due to the fact that it is the on'ly way in which the author

is able to undersiand (if at all) the yoga literature, but because what we or-
dinary mortals usualiy call awareness, consc'iousness, or perception is what

Campbel'l (1963) calls perception of the "down-stream periscope," i.e., it js

abstract perception in that the "directly" perceived (concrete) stimu.li are

translated (in order to provide greater "meaningfulness" to the organism into

ihe absti.aei categories or rubrics which have been developed by the higher level

organism for the purpose of organizingo assjmiiating, etc.n repi'ications of such

"di rect" and "concrete" stimu'l i , i . c, , constructi ng model s of di stal enti ti vi ty.
Bringing what is usually termed "direct perception," "mystical awareness,"

or states of "samadhi"'into the discussion,'it seems consistent that the further

away f'r'o-n past memories of physicai experiences, abstract constructs, etc., one

is able to get, the closer one would be able to approximate "direct" perception

as defined above. The author, however, knows n0 way by which to operational'ize

such a speculation, therefore, it remajns precise'ly that--a speculation.

l3tt is interesting to
defined in this manner
"knowledge" at al l.

speculate, if one isis also "infallible"
so i ncl i ned, that "di rect" perception,
knowledge--if it can be called


